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C a r n i Gvu i at a lr i ,s t , D a n c e ,
11
To Highlight "Greek Week
by Jeff Burrill
That overused saying, "It's all
Greek to me," won't be so trite if
uttered on the Moorhead State Col
lege campus from November 16-21.
It is during these days that MSC's
first Greek Week will be transmitted
from the planning boards into reality.
The Greek campus organizations
sponsoring this upcoming array of
festivities and events include the
Gamma Phi Beta, Delta Zeta, Psi
Delta Kappa, Alpha Lambda Epsilon
and Alphi Delta Pi sororities and Owl,
Sigma Tau Gamma and Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternities.

has been scheduled under the spon
sorship of the Old Order of Owls
and Gamma Phi Beta sorority. In be
tween selections by the Nix-directed
MSC Stage Band, Dr. Joseph B. Costanzo will speak. Dr. Costanzo, the
acting chairman of the foreign langu
age department, has chosen "Foreign
Services Experiences" as his topic.
Jim Berg will handle introductions.
Fun Night is scheduled for Wed
nesday evening in Flora Frick Gym
nasium. Under the direction of the
Delta Zeta, Alpha Lambda Epsilon
and Alpha Delta Pi sororities and Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity, each Greek
organization will operate a fun booth.
Featured will be a dunking tub which
will be set up with campus personali
ties risking an unplanned bathing at
the hands of students who possess
accurate throwing arms and a refresh
ment stand featuring that "nearly",
favorite student beverage.
A faculty tea will be held from 2-4
p.m. in Ingleside on Thursday. It will
Wolf, Esmond, North Dakota; An be arranged by the Owl Fraternity
thony Jones, Barataria, Trinidad; and and Gamma Phi Beta sorority, and all
William Jasper, Council Bluffs, Iowa. faculty members and Greeks are in
The Sweepstakes Trophy was won vited.
The Psi Delta Kappa sorority and
by Wichita State University with
Southwest Missouri State College tak Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity will
co-sponsor the Fine Arts Series on
ing second place.
Other schools attending the tourna Friday. Guitarist John Williams, mak
ment were: Southern State Teachers ing his first tour of the U.S., is the
College, South Dakota; Denver Uni scheduled entertainer.
Then, in conjunction with Greek
versity; University of South Dakota;
Omaha University; Midland College; Week, the Tau Kappa Epsilon frater
Peru State College; Colorado State nity is encouraging all Greeks to at
College; Greeley; South Dakota State tend a portion of their Provincial
University; Doane College; Crete; Leadership Conference which will be
Black Hills State College; Yankton held on the MSC campus. All Greeks
College; University of Missouri at are invited to hear Charles Statler,
Kansas City; Morningside College; Alumni Director of Tau Kappa Epsil
Hastings College; Northwest Missouri on International at 2 p.m. Saturday.
The climax to the first annual
State College; Wichita State Univer
sity; Hutchinson Junior College and Moorhead State College Greek Week
will be the formal dance entitled,
Kearney State College.
"Grecian
Holiday." An elaborate de
The MSC debaters were accom
panied by Paul A. Barefield, Director coration plan has been drawn up to
of Forensics and Assistant Professor give the Campus School Gymnasium
an appropriate Greek-like effect. The
of Speech.
dance will be from 9-12 p.m., costs
$1.50 per couple and girls may wear
either long or short formals and the
boys, suits or dark fraternity blazers.
Buttons will be worn during the
week by Greeks and personal dis
plays of each fraternity and sorority
will be exhibited in downtown Moor
head store windows.
Ruth Pierce and Jim Berg are cochairmen of this inaugural Greek
Week, and Mary Gainor is head of
Because of the participation of the publicity committee.
schools from North Dakota, South
Dakota and Iowa, the Union Board
members obtained valuable informa
tion concerning the scheduling and
programming of our Student Union
when it goes into operation. The fact
that several colleges including Bemidji, Mankato, and Mayville are also
in the planning stages of their union
by Diane Disse
was of special interest to MSC board
members in that it gave them the
Cole
Porter's
"Kiss Me, Kate"
opportunity to look at blue prints
and compare problems in planning. opened to a near capacity crowd
Moorhead State Representatives also Wednesday night. The play as a
took this opportunity to ask the whole began slowly, but picked up in
schools with a functioning Student Scene 9 of the first act and became
Union Board to send copies of their increasingly entertaining. The two
constitutions in order to obtain in highlights of the play were the wed
formation on the governing program ding scene with Katherine's protesta
tions and the gangster scene in which
of the union.
the merits of knowing and quoting
A business meeting was called on
Shakespeare are expounded in "Brush
Saturday morning to determine new
Up Your Shakespeare."
Region 10 officers. It was decided
Charles Ewan, who played Fred
that next years Region 10 Conference
will be held at the Duluth Branch of Graham (Petruchio), again exhibited
the University of Minnesota. The the confidence of maturity and did
announcement was made that the consistently well in his songs, bodily
sight of the National Convention of movement and line delivery. His
College Unions will be in San Fran- most enjoyable song was "I Came
to Wife it Wealthily in Padua."
sico in April, 1965.
Kathleen Hermodson, who played
Special features of the convention
included the displays of fifteen manu Lilli Vanessi (Katherine) was uncon
facturing companies who demonstrat vincing until Scene 9 of the first
ed products of the company and also act and was much better in the
displays of Student Union's of col second act. Many of her songs drag
leges in Region 10. Representatives ged, especially "I Hate Men" which
were entertained on Thursday even was sung with very little emotion.
ing by a private concert by the Max The song itself is marvelously humor
Morath Quartet, a lively band featur ous.
Karen Malmgren who played Lois
ing rag-time jazz and on Friday
evening by Peter Nero at Festival Lane (Bianca), is always good in her
musical numbers. She was competent,
Hall.

However, it is being stressed that
regardless of the fact that it will be
called Greek Week, it is being put
on by the Greeks for the indepen
dents. Therefore, if someone is a
non-sorority or a non-fraternity mem
ber, he or she is cordially invited to
attend all the festivities, dance in
cluded, of Greek Week.
Although the Greek Week gala
will not accelerate until Wednesday,
the sororities, in conjunction with
Greek Week, will be having fall teas
in their respective rooms from 7-10
p.m., Monday.
On forementioned Wednesday at
10 a.m., the Greek Week convocation

MSC Debaters Tenth
In Platte Tournament
The Moorhead State College de
bate squad placed tenth in a group
of twenty-one colleges and univer
sities competing for the Sweepstakes
Trophy at the annual Platte Valley
Invitational Tournament at Kearney,
Nebraska, this past week-end.
Schools from eight states entered
the competition in debate, extempor
aneous speaking, oral interpretation
and original public speaking.
Roberta Englemann, Bertha, and
Douglas Johnson, Marietta, were two
points short of competing in the quar
ter-final elimination rounds in the
Novice Debate Division. Miss Engle
mann was also a finalist in Oral In
terpretation. She was awarded third
place in competition with readers
from nine other colleges.
Other debaters who attended the
tournament from Moorhead State Col
lege were Mabel Phillips, Washing
ton, D.C.; Thomas Baldwin, Hum
boldt; Richard Jamison, Ada; Chris
tine Myron, Elbow Lake; Gerald

At NDSU Conference

Union Boards Discuss
Problems, Procedures
by Elaine Johnson
Five representatives from the Stu
dent Union Planning Board of MSC
attended the Region 10 Association
of College Unions Conference at
NDSU on November 5-7.
Students who attended the confer
ence along with Dean Dux, were
Ron Markovits, Ken Moe, Ed Selness,
Dave Groth, and Elaine Johnson.
All conference activities were held
in the Memorial Student Union at
NDSU. The conference opened with
registration followed by a banquet
and program on Thursday evening.
The main speaker was Max Andrews,
Director of Loeb Student Center at
New York University, who spoke on
the purpose and function of a union
on campus. Among the ideas he ex
pressed was that because we live in
a world which lays continual em
phasis on "mass leisure", we must
prepare for a higher cultural program
in which we make worthy use of
this leisure time. He stated the pre
diction that between the years 196469, three hundred new unions will be
built throughout the United States.
Conferences for one hundred and
seventy-five students representing 31
colleges from North Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota and Iowa began
Friday morning. Representatives from
each college participated in separate
discussion groups. Ron Markovits
acted as a discussion leader for a
group covering the topic, "Program
ming Philosophy: Direction or Reflec
tion". Discussion continued on Friday
and Saturday and involved discus
sions on programming structure and
ideas.

PRESIDENT TO PRESIDENT - Miss Maxine Blake, ADPi Grand
President presents charter to Epsilon Alpha Chapter president Donna Larson
at Installation Banquet, November 7.

Beta Chi Goes National

Epsilon Alpha Chapter
Of ADPi Installed
Epsilon Alpha Chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi National Social Sorority was
installed last weekend November 6,
7, 8, on the campus with 18 col
legiate members and four alumnae
initiates as charter members of the
third national sorority established at
Moorhead State College. Five pledges
of the Alpha Rho chapter of the Uni
versity of Minnesota were also in
stalled with the Epsilon Alpha char
ter members.
Approximately seventy persons
gathered Friday evening for an in
formal tea in Kise Commons, which
began the events of the weekend. At
this time Miss Blake, Grand President
of Alpha Delta Pi, presented to the
new chapter a handsome silver serv
ice, a gift from all the chapters of
Alpha Delta Pi.
Formal initiation ceremonies were
held on Saturday at St. Mark's Lu
theran Church in Fargo. The Installa
tion Banquet, with Dr. John J. Neumaier as featured speaker, climaxed
Saturday's events.
Dean of Women for Moorhead
State College Mrs. Eileen Hume, Pro
vince President of XI province of
Alpha Delta Pi, Mrs. Raymond Rice,
and Miss Maxine Blake, Grand Pre
sident of Alpha Delta Pi also spoke
at the banquet. Miss Blake presented

the charter for the new chapter to
Epsilon Alpha Chapter president,
Donna Larson.
Miss Viki Littlefield, a sophomore
from Fargo, was chosen by her sis
ters for the "Best Pledge" award and
Miss Karla Johnson, a junior from
Moorhead, received the scholarship
plaque.
The weekend activities culminated
with the Presentation Tea in Dahl
Hall on Sunday afternoon, attended
by students, faculty members and
parents.
A distinquished list of officers of
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority, who came
from various parts of the United
States to be present for this event,
included Miss Maxine Blake, Seattle,
Washington, Grand President; Mrs.
Rex E. Van Aikin, Wellesley, Mass
achusetts, Grand Vice President of
Collegiate chapters; Mrs. Raymond
Rice, Minneapolis, Province President,
and Mrs. Gilbert E. Robertson, Hop
kins, Minnesota, head of the Maga
zine Subscription Agency of Alpha
Delta Pi.
Miss Kathyrn Peddy, Alpha Delta
Pi collegiate traveling secretary, ar
rived in Moorhead October 27, to
help the chapter make preparations
(Continued on page 6)

Mature
PerformancesQuality Sets
For Production Of rrKiss Me, Kate ir>
but not natural enough in her line
The portrayal of the father (Baptisdelivery and arm movement.
ta) was static and unnatural. Mike
Johnson showed the awkwardness of
The agility and natural movement inexperience.
of John Schwanke, (Bill Calhoun
Larry Peterson and Marv RomsLucentio), were his major points. It land stole the show with thier gangs
was delightful to watch him move
ter roles and "Brush Up Your Shakes
on the stage. John's only problem
peare." Marv Romsland's glassy-eyed
is that he can't sing. His facial ex portrayal was riotous.
pressions and line delivery were also
excellent.
(Continued on page 8)

KISS ME, KATE — Kathleen Hermodson as Lilli Vanessi and Charles
Ewan as Fred Graham star in the production of "Kiss Me, Kate" which
opened Wednesday night and will run through Saturday night. They are
shown here in their roles of Katherine and Petruchio in the play within a
p!ay.
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EDITORIALS
Group Labeling Unfair
Last week we printed a letter to the editor concerning an incident
which occurred October 31. This letter presents an opportunity to bring
out into the open several things concerning this incident and others reported
ly occurring in the last several years.
First, the events of these incidents will never be completely clear,
but two things are certain: they did happen and everyone concerned was
partially responsible for beginning and continuing the fight.
However, the important issues to the school and the student body
go deeper than these flare-ups. They are: 1. In the last incident only two
wrestlers were involved in the group of eight from MSC. 2. The facts of
the incident were distorted and not related to proper authorities. 3." A large
number of the students on campus believe anything they are told about
certain groups. 4. These groups on campus have been stereotyped by the
actions of one or two members of the group at the expense of all the others.
5. Any group if taken together will have certain individuals of an irreputable character. 6. Appearance and attitudes often cause these people and
their friends, to be condemned because they are "different." 7. If we con
tinue in our medieval view of culture, prejudice will grow rather than
decrease.
These points are made to try to avoid placing blame on a whole
group or on the wrong person with insufficient proof. They are made now in
the defense of the wrestlers and athletic department as a whole, but they
hold just as well with the stereotyping of any group or individual.
I, as a prospective English teacher, am supposed to be dull, ugly
and concerned only with verbs and nouns; members of the speech depart
ment are supposed to be just a little different; Science students are sup
posed to be so wrapped up in their microscopic world that they don't
know what's going on anywhere else.
If anyone knows just one individual from these groups they know
that the category doesn't hold. If you know just one wrestler who has a
good average and is one of the campus leaders, you can more justifiably
generalize to include the others in this type than if you know one bad
wrestler and judge all the others by him. All anyone asks is to be
judged on his own merits and personality, and if this is done there will
be no more catergorizing.
The American mania for labeling and organizing is disastrous when
it carries over into human beings.
The column "Social Circles" will be replaced by "News Beat" which
will include all organizations and announcements. Any information you
wish included in this column should be given to the reporter in charge
of your area by Monday noon of the week or brought to the Mistic office byMonday afternoon.

Dragon Fire!
by Henry Fehrenbacher
Douglas Johnson wants to know the name of the comedy of errors
Concordia staged last week. Can anyone help him out?
«
o
«
Life magazine last week anticipated one of the intended discussions
of the campus English club by its treatment of existentialism in literature.
Few dare to define the philosophy of existentialism, if such it is; none
dare to set its limits. "It shapes the mold of a whole generation o wrl ers'
says Life, and pictures Updike, Mailer, Baldwin, Duerenmatt,
oneavy,
Sothern, Salinger, Heller, Bellow, Williams, Albee, Malamud, Gelber,
Beckett, Osborne, Ionesco, Genet, Sarraute and Camus.
I wish there were some way of knowing how many MSC students
read these authors, how many students are lonely, feel life is absurd, ow
many are "overawed by the dreadful freedom to choose, how many tee
alone, alienated, abandoned.
,.
At NDSU, lack of communication is listed as the major problem
uppermost in the minds of the campus leaders there.
Not what percent, but how many MSC students rebel and what
do they rebel against?
Have we any students who suspect, in accordance with a Saturday
Review article (29'Aug. 1964) that in the age of science God has no
future? How well would we do on the questions French youths must answer
in applying for the universities of France—"Does perception provide proo±
of the reality of an object? Is it correct to speak of the lessons of the
past? Is liberty of judgment compatible with the necessity of truth?
Do our students discuss philosophical questions in impassioned bull
sessions? Is there excitement about ideas? Who will be at the English
club meeting on Monday, November 23, 7:30 p.m. in Ingleside?
"The majority of people have always been afraid to think, says
Sartre in the Life report. MSC students included?
Will the intellectuals, people searching for truth, always be a small
minority of society? College students are not per se intellectuals; some are
searching only for marks or positions. Over half the college graduates
rarely read a book. Teachers are not necessarily intellectual either; I know
a high school English teacher who has no books in his home except the
Readers Digest digests of books.
Why is beauty, found endlessly in nature, so rare in manmade
things? Uglv home, ugly furniture, ugly public buildings, ugly cars, ugly
villages and ugly cities Does the college have a responsibility to provide
beauty along with truth? Should colors for classrooms and hallways be pick
ed by artists instead of being the usual dull institutional green? (I have
seen an artist turn a drugstore into a place of beauty—Moudry's Apothecary
in downtown St. Paul.)
Is it against the law to provide good paintings or at least prints
(the bookstore sells some fine prints) for the halls and classrooms? If private
colleges, with a very limited income, can hire world-renowned archi
tects, can't a state college with funds from all the citizens provide build
ings with outstanding architectural merit?
The University of Wisconsin paper calls its new Fine Arts building
grotesque." In agreement the Milwaukee Sentinal urges better campus
planning. At MSC removal of Wheeler and Comstock halls, whatever
memories they may have for former customers, quickly improves the scene.
Will design of the new Fine Arts building here truly reflect the fine
arts? Hagen Hall is the best designed building on the campus. The library
tried but didn't quite make it. All the rest are flops. (Editorial note
by H. Fehrenbacher: "Just who the hell does Fehrenbacher think he is?!)
Question, questions. Answers, anyone?
"The loss of aesthetic tastes," wrote Charles Darwin, "is a loss of
happiness, and may possibly be injurious to the intellect, and more probably
to the moral character, by enfeebling the emotional part of our nature."
«

»

«

My kingdom (which consists of my car) for a proofreader! After
scanning each week the campus papers of the other Minnesota colleges
All letters to the editor must be in the Mistic office by Tuesday. I must deduce either that college students can't spell or that proofreaders
They must be typed and signed. This paper reserves the right to make can't read. Only three errors in the Dragon Fire column last week. Two
and one destroyed me.
a decision on whether or not a letter will be printed; an attempt will be destroyed the sense of a sentence
«
o
o
made to print all letters of interest for which we have space.
A weekend visitor from a more populous area asked me how I
D. D.
can stand it in this culturally deprived area. "Wtihin eight days," I
told him we had available pianist Byron Janis, Louis Armstrong, the New
GUEST EDITORIAL
Christy Minstrels, Peter Nero, amateur productions of Shakespeare, the
Three Penny Opera, and Kiss Me Kate, a concert by a minor symphony
orchestra, two classic movies, and more lectures and discussions than it is
'Oh, look-we're in luck; the library is open for one whole hour possible to attend."
today.'
Sound familiar—to you? Well to me it sounds rather silly. I've
heard some grumbling, as well as read some, about the short library
hours over at Livingston Lord, and I don't understand what the problem
is. In fact, I don't see that there IS a problem.
The library is open from 8:00 a.m. till 9:30 p.m. and is full of
students all the time: visiting, day-dreaming, rambling-around students
that is. Actually I do see an occasional studying-type student too, but
Paintings, prints and wood sculp ed and show his fine workmanship
he s quite occassional. Quite often, the smarter ones give up and go out ture are on display in our Moorhead and ability in printmaking.
into the lobby to visit till closing time and then adjourn the conference Art Galleries. At MSC in the Art
Robert Nelson's works are practical
by saying "I haven't accomplished a thing tonight ... oh well."
Department, twenty paintings by Uni ly all lithographs. Many of his plates
Another type of student is the one who says, "Oh no, my assign versity of Iowa teachers will be on are rather comic sketches of an im
ment is due Monday, and I haven't touched it. Gee, I had a great idea display through November 25. The aginary 'Halleyville'. His works dem
last night at 1:00 just before I went to bed. If only the library had been paintings are done in oil, polymer, onstrate his fine ability as a printmak
open then. One light bulb goes on in one head and the library should and true encaustic. Still life's, figures, er, especially in lithography. This
have been open.
portraits and landscapes are done in show will run through November 25
There is the matter of enough trained librarians being on duty at various stages of abstraction.
these man-killing hours, too. We can only expect the people over there
Jack Youngquist exhibiting his
to work so many hours a week, say forty. Our budget isn't large enough paintings at the Kilbride—Bradley
to hire someone to baby-sit and answer questions all night for one or two Gallery in Minneapolis, received a
inspired nighthawks. Any practical MSC student knows that.
very favorable review in the Novem
I suppose there are a lot of other arguments I could use, but I expect ber 8 Minneapolis Tribune by John
to be shot down over the ones I've already presented, so think about it . . . Sherman, book and art critic for the
what's the problem?
Tribune. Youngquist also received
Betty Smart
some favorable comments in the Far
go Forum for his work and demon
strations in Bismarck last Sunday.
Dean Bowman, art instructor at
Concordia, has a smooth and solid
looking group of wood sculptures on
SERVING
display at the Berg Art Center. Bow
man's work is all abstract and the
BREAKFAST-COMPLETE DINNERS
smooth clean flowing lines of his
sculpture are very pleasing to the
DAILY SPECIALS—HOMEADE PASTRIES-PIZZA
eye. The show will run through Nov
ember 29.
Rourke Gallery is displaying the
NEWELY REMODELED-FORMERLY SHARELS COFFEE NOOK
SCOTT" IN MACLEAN DISworks of Robert Nelson and David £LAY„- Byron Burford's oil painting
Brown. Brown's works are all prints wcOll 1S OTY"» ati rf 4"V, rt
•_ •
i •
uis1010 7 AVE. S.
OPEN 7 A.M.-10 P.M. done in Intaglio and woodcut. His Scott is among the pictures displayed in the art exhibit on third
works are abstract, very well design floor, MacLean Hall.

Student Defends Library Hours

Moorhead Galleries Show
Mid-West Artists Works

CAMPUS CAFE

English Club
Makes Plans
For Convivio
The English Department of Moor
head State College has assumed a
w look with the formation of
an English Club and the possibility
that Convivio will have two publica
tions in 1965.
At an organization meeting which
was held on November 2, the date
of the first English Club meeting
was set for Monday, November 23 at
:30 p.m. in Ingleside.
Dr. Charles Magel of the Depart
ment of Philosophy will speak on the
topic "Existentialism and Literature",
which will be followed by an open
discussion.
In addition to having a speaker
at each meeting, the English Club
will also offer an opportunity for
anyone with a manuscript to submit
to Convivio to read it before an
audience.
Manuscripts
may be
brought in a few days before the
meeting, at which time ditto copies
will be made for distribution and
criticism by the club members during
the meeting.
Plans have also been made where
by Convivio, the student-faculty
magazine of MSC, may possibly be
published twice in 1965. If the
quality and quantity of submitted
manuscripts justifies such action,
Convivio will have its first publica
tion on February 1, 1965, with a
second to follow on May 1, 1965.
The deadline for submitting manu
scripts for the first issue is December
1, 1964.
If this plan is successful, next
year Convivio will possibly become
a quarterly publication.
The success of these ventures
depends entirely on how active an
interest is taken by the students.
The faculty has done the organizing,
now it is up to the students to make
their efforts worthwhile.

Ippolito To Speak,
Write On Shakespeare
"Shakespeare and the Christian
Tradition" will be the subject of a
speech which Mr. Gerald Ippolito,
MSC English instructor, will give at
NDSU Wednesday, November 18. Mr
Ippolito will discuss "Hamlet", "Lear"
and "Measure for Measure." The in
vitation was given by a study group
of NDSU students and instructors.
"The Death Scene Convention in
Shakespeare and other Elizabethan
Dramatists" will be the subject of an
article which the Shakespeare Insti
tute of the University of Birmingham
has asked Mr. Gerald Ippolito, MSC
English Instructor, to contribute tc
the Jahrbuch. Jahrbuch is a literar)
publication of the University of Gottingen, and is one of Europe's mosl
prestigious annual publications. The
article should be completed early in
1965 for publication in the 196C
Jahrbuch.
Mr. Ippolito had sent copies of the
1964 Convivio to the Shakespeare In
stitute at the University of Birming
ham and received very favorable re
ports on it. Copies were also sent tc
Irene Worth, leading Shakespearean
actress; Peter Brooks, well-known
Shakespearean director; and to Cam
bridge University. All comments or
the magazine were favorable.

KMSC

Campus Coed
November 13 to November 19

Gretchen Holler
Freshman from
Long Prairie, Minnesota
Sponsored by
TOWN AND COUNTRY
FLOWERS
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Letters to the Editor
Venerable Leader Has Parking Spot, No Heart

To The Editor of the MISTIC:

Now that the paving of the parking lots is completed, one might
imagine the following conversation
between an eager freshman and a
mature graduate student in one of
the study rooms at the Livingston
Lord Library:
E.F: Gee, thanks for your wonder
ful letter in last week's MISTIC.
You sure stood up for the fourwheeling students who give this
campus its intellectual drive. Say,
how do you know so much about
our venerable leaders?
M.G.S.: Well, I guess it takes a
little imagination, some driver's
training and a natural urge to
project the father-image. Besides,
any upper-classman knows that
college presidents have one major
concern-parking of the faculty.
E.F.: But your letter dealt with
another academic problem.
M.G.S.: Yes, our venerable leader
is the ambitious type. He is trying
to make a name for himself in
higher education circles by first
creating and then preserving a
student parking mess. In fact, this
institution is gradually gaining a
national reputation for its unique
treatment of the parking problem.
Reknown Universitaeten send ob
servers to find out how der Leader
succeeds in augmenting the student
inconvenience factor without really
trying.
E.F.: Doesn't our venerable leader
have a heart?

stick around with me you will be
come an alert graduate student
some day.
E.F.: Is it true that the bright
young man in charge of parking
intended to have the lots paved
during the summer?
M.G.S.: If you read my letter care
fully, you know it's so. I've learned
in the meantime that the vener
able leader and the bright young
man of this institution are trying
to take credit for inconveniencing
the students, although it can be
authenticated that the local admin
istration had actually no control
over the delay in surfacing parking
lots and making various other
ground and noisy building improve
ments that were scheduled for
completion this summer. Instead of
having the forthrightness of calling
an emergency convocation dealing
with the exciting facts on the
delays in black-topping, a lady am
bassador spoke on such remote
problems as Communism in Eastern
Europe and international relations.
E.F.: Gee
M.G.S.: You sure catch on fast.
Some day you will be a mature
graduate student. After that ycu
may easily become a bright young
man and with a few years of mel
lowing and further degeneration,
you, too, may become a venerable
leader.
E.F.: Gee. You sure know all about
academic life. Take away cars and
parking problems, and what have
you left that makes college ex
citing?

M.G.S.: I don't know, but he has
a convenient parking spot assigned Thus, dear students, do some in your
to him.
midst come to grips with the brute
E.F., I get it. He thinks the park- facts of academic life.
ing problem is solved, and, there
fore he has no pity for poor stu
dents who get parking tickets
merely for parking their conver
tibles on unmarked boulevards
which people use only occasion
ally for walking.

John J. Neumaier
V. L., Id. M. P.
(Venerable Leader and Head Master
of Parking)

P.S.: I did enjoy the humor in Mr.
Wilkening's letter, even though the
facts it is based upon are something
M.G.S.: You catch on fast. If you less than accurate.

Controversy Congratulated; Views Refuted
To the Editor:
I congratulate you for putting
something controversial in the paper,
but this is as far as I appreciated
your remarks. I am sick and tired
of hearing people refer to liberalism
as a road to destruction because it
will inevitably lead to socialism.
This is hog-wash. Liberals want
strong government because it is the
best way to solve our economic as
well as national problems. Liberals
do not want socialism, all we want is
government strong enough to help
the people solve the problems that
they are confronted with. If private
enterprise cannot solve these prob
lems, someone has to and that is
government. The problems are there,
they have to be solved, someone has
to do it, if the government is the
only one that can solve it, I say do it!
Only in this way can we reach a
prosperity that this country is cap
able of.
Both management and labor are
self-interest groups. Government is
needed to control both for the bene
fit of all the people. Governments
were instituted to help individuals
solve their problems, people don't
owe governments anything because
governments are for the benefit of
the people, not people for the benefit
of governments.
Everybody in his right mind wants
individual freedom, morality in gov
ernment, and the defeat of Com
munism, but the means by which you

go about this is the question. The
majority of American voters were
intelligent enough to see past Goldwater's idealisms into his methods.
This is why Johnson won by a land
slide.
Diane, this country is no longer
a wilderness where the great Ameri
can and rugged individualism can
still exist. There is no more free
land, small businesses are being des
troyed by complex chain stores, the
farmer is no longer the main force
in American life. Modern day Amer
ica is a complex urban society where
big business is the dominant eco
nomic force. Where is your individ
ualism to be found in the complex
organizations that now control the
country. This is why we need strong
government, some organization has
to protect the people from interest
groups such as big business, labor
unions, medical societies, etc. The
government is the best means of
control because the people control
the government through their vote.
I don't look at government as an
evil, but as an instrument in which
our complex society can be con
trolled for the benefit of the majority
of people.
A Staunch Liberal,
Timothy P. Warner

Liberal Wave
From Big Ocean
To the Editor:
Miss Disse's editorial in last week's
Mistic prompted me to write a re
buttal.
In the first paragraph you stated
that "the great 'liberal' wave has
begun." Later you stated: "It takes
a long time for the majority to catch
up with the 'radical minority' and
when they do it is often too late."
Well, I would like to make a cor
rection. The so-called "liberal wave"
didn't begin with this election; it
began 32 years ago under Franklin
D. Roosevelt and has continued al
most uninterrupted since then. And
furthermore, where in the world did
you get the idea that the majority
is in a position where it can catch
up with the "radical minority"? It
seems to be vice versa, the Conser
vatives have had since 1932 to catch
up with progress and are in the
same place now as they were then.
You spoke of the principles of
freedom, individuality and initiative,
which you believe are being eroded
by the liberals. Tell me, where have
we lost our freedom, our individuality,
our initiative? Does a person lose
these principles by education? Is a
person freer because he is uneduca
ted and poor and yet has no means
of bettering himself. Who can main
tain the principle of freedom better:
the ignorant and illiterate or the
educated?
What federal program is so de
signed that it destroys initiative? Is
it social security? I doubt it! This
program is designed so that a person
may put away as much savings as
he wishes and still receive benefits.
Is it the National Defense Education
Act? You should know the answer
to that. A student must have some
initiative or he wouldn't even be in
school. Also, the Defense loan must
be paid off after graduation from
college.
If I may quote you one more time
you said, "But in the next four years
maybe more people will realize that
Democratic liberalism is leading
down a path of proven ineffectual
Socialism."
I don't believe we are going down
the path to complete socialism, but
if we are from what source do you
base your statement that Socialism
has been proven ineffectual? It must
be from a study of some other coun
try because we don't have Socialism
here. Is it Sweden's Socialism which
is ineffectual or perhaps England's?
I would suggest that you do further
studies on the governments of these
countries.
Your argument is not new. The
American people will continue to be
barraged by the same old cliches; the
cries from yesteryear. But our coun
try will continue to move ahead, for
thanks to the American Electorate,
you are the minority.
James Ameson

Proofreader Avenged
To the Editor:
Your November 6 "Dragon Fire"
columnist chides the proofreader for
letting "plague" slip by in the place
of "plaque". Well and good.
However, two paragraphs further
down, he himself speaks of "avantarde" movies and heat "liteurature."
Possibly the proofreader is merely re
venging himself? Or is there a con
nection between the columnist's first
impression that "Nothing sounds more
dull" than an English club and his
feat of making two spelling blunders
in two sentences?
A plague on both their houses, in
deed.
Dennis K. Lien

"Dot '7iUt4c6. S<Uf&:

South Plaza
162 South University Drive
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
COMPLETE OPTICAL
SERVICE

REPAIRS

by Mike Grieve

A LAWYER IN POLITICS Senator William Dosland relaxes after
speaking to the Blackstone Society
on "Lawyers in Politics."

Students, FM People
Culturally Inactive
To the Editor:
I would like to expound upon the
last Fine Arts Series attendance. As
you know the Israel National Youth
Symphony, Gadna, was here. Accord
ing to the personnel in charge of sales,
there were less than four hundred
members of the student body repre
sented at the concert. What, I wonder,
is happening to the cultural minded
student on this campus? Why, with
the growth of populace at this in
stitution, are we sinking in attendance
at great opportunities for cultural
growth. With the attendance being
what it was, it will be a miracle, if
we will be able to obtain artists such
as these for future concerts. Moorhead was and probably will be the
only place in the United States where
the Gadna has played to less than
a standing room only audience. I
think that this alone states my point,
not only about the student body but
also the populace of the Fargo-Moorhead area.
I would, however, like to commend
the audience for their standing ova
tion that was given to the Gadna.
William L. Newton

Mail Sorters Ask Order

Forty percent of the 67 members
in the Minnesota State Senate are
lawyers. This apparent attraction of
the attorney to political office was
described by Senator William B. Dos
land in his address, "The Lawyer and
Politics", delivered to the November
4 meeting of the Blackstone Soc
iety in Ingleside Lounge.
"The United States is a democracy
ruled by a government which is un
der the strict control of laws; since
law is the lawyer's business, it is
therefore natural that he be interest
ed in politics," explained the 56th
Legislative District Senator.
Dosland, who is also a Moorhead
attorney, believes that the lawyer
possesses a dedication to the law
and a feeling that it must be upheld
and nurtured. Since a senator's pay
is just $2400 per year, he feels that
only lawyers with a genuine desire
to help their constituents will give
up part of. their private practices to
seek a legislative position.
"The growing body of law is more
complicated now than ever before,
so with the understanding he possess
es, the lawyer in politics is at an
obvious advantage over the laymen.
"The attorney's training also prepares
him for public speaking and analyz
ing and presenting facts," said Dos
land.
But the attorney also has problems.
Due to a lack of staff in the State
Senate, he must spend as much time
being a government lawyer as he does
in policymaking—the actual job to
which he is elected. A second diffi
culty is the possible belief by the
public that the lawyer's legislative
decisions are influenced by the clients
in his private practice. A third factor,
said Dosland, is interference in home
life caused by the Senate duties and
unofficial speeches and appearances.
Dosland emphasized to those wish
ing to enter law school that they
should leam to read fast and com
prehensively. To the budding politi
cians, he advised becoming active in
their parties by doing smaller com
mittee jobs, then gradually working
up. "Or you can jump in with both
feet, like I did, and run for office
right away", he said.

To the Editor:
We have just finished four exasper
ating hours of sorting mail. Why can't
they put the teacher's mail boxes in
alphabetical order? The only reason
seems to be that many of the teachers
would be hurt if their boxes were
changed. We wish to plead with the
teachers to give their approval for
this change. It would enable us to
get the mail out faster, and maybe
we could sound pleasant when we
answer the phone too.
The Student
Switchboard Operators

College Campus
or Skid Row?
To the Editor:
Day by day I begin to have doubts
as to whether I am attending a col
lege campus or skid row. Blanketing
our campus are gum wrappers, plas
tic cups, candy wrappers, newspapers,
paper bags and other trash. It makes
me wonder if some people weren't
dragged up instead of brought up.
John Regan

4,000

Paperbacks
AND BROWSE

heard, most girls will not
try to kiss you just because
you're wearing clothes
from the Squire Shop.

CONTACT LENSES

Ph. 235-5185

Sen. Dosland Discusses
Lawyers and Politics

YOU'RE WELCOME TO COME IN
No matter what you've

LOHN OPTICIANS

Page 3
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.S.C. Bookstore
8:30-4:30, Mon. thru Fri.
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History Class Finds Goal
Of Independence In Canada
by John Ingersoll, Sr.
Nineteen members of History Class
461, Canadian History, with Dr. and
Mrs. Peters as instructor guides had
a fast paced weed-end in Winnipeg
October 31 and November 1.
The purpose of this trip was three
fold: 1. To visit a few of the historic
places which in their time had an
effect on the history of Canada and
this area. 2. To visit with some of the
culture groups in Canada. 3. To have
a little fun.
The group left Moorhead State
College at 6:30 a.m. Saturday, Octo
ber 31 (half an hour late—always at
least one sleepy-head) and ended at
10:15 p.m. Sunday at the same place.
The first contact with the Cana
dian people was at a roadside gas
station and cafe on Lord Selkirk
highway about 25 miles north of the
border. They were French Canadians.
This was also our first contact with
an ethnic group. A young girl at the
lunch counter spoke English to us,
but to her mother, who had come in
from their living quarters to help,
she spoke French. Both seemed hesi
tant to answer our questions until
Dr. Peters spoke to them in French.
This somewhat broke their reserve
and the girl told us about the school
she attended and the courses given
by the school. Dr. Peters asked the
mother if the French Canadians in
this area felt the same as those in
Quebec, and she replied, "We are
not like them." Further questioning
gave us the impression that these
Canadians did resent the English
crown as a sovereign symbol and
wanted a Canada free from this.
They are not separatists from Canada
as in Quebec, Dut they wanted no
homage to a "foreign" power repre
sented by a crown to which they felt
no loyalty. Their loyalty is to Cana
da, not to England.
We lunched at the University of
Manitoba "on campus" cafeteria, a
beautiful modernistic new biulding
on the banks of the Red River. The
University and associated colleges
have about 8000 students, many from
the countries of the British posses
sions.
The library has no "open" book
shelves. To get a book, one must
consult the card index and give your
written request to the attendant. •
We toured the University College,
which is attended by select students
of high academic achievement. This
select group of students ate their
meals in the Great Hall. At one end
of the dining area was a raised plat
form where the faculty and distin
guished guests, all in burgundy aca
demic gowns, look out and down at
those striving to achieve the platform
status. The seminar rooms provided
a place where small groups could
meet for intensive study. The more
plush seminar rooms for equally
small groups had deep cushion lounge
chairs where one could conduct
philosophical discussions. The lan
guage room contained booths and ear
phones for the learning of a language.
The quiet dignity of this advanced
college for study within the Univer
sity impressed us all. Our tour of
this college was excellectly conduc
ted by Miss Bambi Peters, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Peters, who is a
graduate assistant in German in this
very academic college.
The Parliament building, which is

Stop at the sign!
Time and Temperature at
a Glance

and should be looked upon with pride
by the people of Manitoba, stands
out as an architectural tribute to the
Greek form. It should be included
on any trip to Winnipeg. Our ap
pointment with the Prime Minister
of Manitoba had been cancelled, by
his office. Politicians, even in Cana
da, always seem to be busy.
A visit to the newspaper printing
plant of the National Publishers was
next. This publishing company pub
lishes foreign language newspapers
in German, Croatian, Ukranian, Hun
garian, and Icelandic. All of the
publishing and printing by this com
pany is for ethnic groups in Canada
and for some groups in the United
States. This publishing company is
gradually growing, while the foreign
language publishing companies in the
United States are gradually dimin
ishing. This indicated to us that the
ethnic groups in Canada were more
concerned with preserving their na
tive cultures.
At the National Publishers we in
terviewed Judge Lindal, a representa
tive of the Ielandic community;
Charles Dojack, a second generation
Czeck whose family owns the pub
lishing firm; and the editor of the
'Jewish Post."
It would seem from this very brief
contact that the "melting pot" of the
United States has not extended to
Canada in the same degree. To go
back to our first contact, the French
Canadian girl in the Eat Station, her
school taught French and English.
She told us that west of this settle
ment were Germans where German
and English were taught in the
schools. Canada is bilingual, the
second language being that of the
community, with English taught in
all of them. As a result, English is
the dominant language and the lan
guage that everyone can use and
understand. It is the commercial
language of Canada.

421 First Avenue
Moorhead
Phone 233-1941

During our brief visit to a Ukran
ian Catholic Church, a priest gave us
a brief explanation of the church.
No statues were there, only banners
and icons, and in the old country
the priests may marry.
We dined at the Happy Vineyard,
a German restaurant recommended
to anyone touring Winnipeg. At
this dinner we are welcomed to
Winnipeg by Alderman Ernest Enns
and heard an interesting and in
formative talk by Mr. David Rempel,
Cheif Probation Officer for Western
Canada. After a drive to the magnifi
cent Winnipeg Airport, we retired
for the evening.
Sunday morning we ate breakfast
at the Canadian Pancake House. The
souvenirs for sale were genuine Eng
lish or Canadian made in Japan, in
contrast with the German shops
where articles were genuine German
made in Germany.

". .. and to think I only cut class once!"

The above cartoon, from THE RI T, publication of the Rochester
Institute of Technology, illustrates a point that makes itself more evident
with the passing of each quarter. Class attendance seems to become in
creasingly important, at this and other schools across the country, while
performance and the understanding of the material takes a lesser place
in the background of institutional activity. Perhaps it's merely the result
After attending church services we of overcrowding in the wake of the college population explosion, but there
met at the Beautiful and historic St. does from my own observation, exist a direct correlation between the
Boniface Cathedral. The church quality of the class and the attendance regulations of same.
cemetery contains the graves of Louis
Riel, the leader of the rebellion of
1869 and hundreds of others, im
portant to the history of Manitoba
and Canada.

VALLEY GUN
& SPORT SHOP
Everything For The
Hunter

112 South 5th — Moorhead

Faculty Nears Goal
For KFME-TV Donation
With the drive half completed
early last week, MSC faculty mem
bers have contributed $3077.50 in
cash and pledges to station KFME,
local Educational Television station.
Although the station will be essen
tially self sustaining, the fund drive
must raise a sum of $150,000 to match

Dragon Picture Schedule
Dragon pictures will be taken Tuesday, November 17—
November 16-18 at the following
Library Auditorium
times:
Tau Kappa Epsilon
7:00
Monday, November 16—
Rho Alpha Tau
7:20
Hagen Lobby Sigma Tau Gamma
7:40
Alpha Lambda Epsilon
7:00 Psi Delta Kappa
8:10
Gamma Delta
7:20 Delta Zeta
8:30
Camma Phi Beta
7:40
Kappa Delta Pi
8:10 Wednesday, November 18—
Sigma Alpha Iota
8:30
Library Auditorium
Jim Shasky

Rube Beyer

DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP
PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
Dial 233-3581
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Tuesday through Saturday
Free Parking in Back
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

Modern

AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted

CONTACT LENSES
Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

No Money Down! Only $36.33 per month
including Ground School

Flowers for all
occasions

Banking
Service

TEMPERATURE

Stop in and see
Our Selection—ClassicalElectric or Spanish

American State Bank

from
$24.80 to $350.00

"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Bank"

Daveau Music Co.

Member of F.D.I.C.

616 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

7:00
7:20
7:40
8:10
8:30

A payday in Europe can help

For more details contact

KUNDERT AVIATION

BRIGGS FLORAL

If you are interested
in Guitars.

Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Pi Delta
Intersorority
Interfraternity
W.O.C.A.

• Complete Your Curriculum with an Aviation Degree
• Increase Your Earning Power
• Be of Greater value to an Employer
• The Safest means of Transportation
• Learn in a late model Cessna 150
"At It's Fun also
COMPLETE PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT COURSEINCLUDING PRIVATE LICENSE

Hector Airport

Fargo, N.D.

Phone 232-2932

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY APPROVED FLIGHT SCHOOL

. . The Sign
of Complete

a Federal Government grant of
$130,000 to equip the station.
With checks and pledges coming
in every day, MSC contributions are
expected to approach $5,000 by the
November 15 deadline, according to
Clarence A. Glasrud, in charge of
the MSC fund drive.

LEARN TO FLY NOW!

Dr. Eugene L. Oakley

Phone 233-1373

by Phil Skoda

compared with present day arma
ments; a perfectly preserved York
boat of fur trading days; the factors
house; the soldier's quarters; the
prisoners' stockade; the powder mag
azine; the look-out towers; the port
holes in the thick walls for rifle fire
at the approaching enemy—all re
minders of days long past in the
struggle for survival.

Another change, found us at the
Nanking Restaurant where we were
served an assortment of Chinese
foods prepared by Chinese cooks but
served by Canadian waitresses. A
very interesting talk by Professor
Rene Gagne, of the University of
Following the trip to the printing Manitoba, Montreal, on the point of
plant, we stopped in a German com view of the Quebec French-Canadian,
munity where we visited German culminated the visit to Montreal.
stores. Everything is German. Candy,
Many of the places and sites we
music, pastry, baked goods, knickknacks, mostly made in Germany. visited have not been included in this
Our State-side money was readily summary. No one could believe that
accepted, but we were given ex in forty hours, a group of 21 students
change in Canadian money, not Ger could drive so far and see so much.
We all enjoyed the trip and we were
man marks.
At Old Saint Andrews Church, the looking forward to an equally suc
oldest stone church in western Cana cessful and informative one next
da, there was a wedding, so we year, when we were remnded that
couldn't go in. The building grows to do this we would have to flunk
older, but the customs and habits of course. The trip was so interesting
and so much fun that some of us
the people do not change.
might just do that, on purpose, of
Our next stop was Old Fort Gary course.
built by the Hudson Bay Company—
high, thick stone walls; old, now
useless cannons, not even toys as

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.
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S
6th & Main — Moorhead

WORK
IN EUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
— Every registered student can
get a job in Europe through the
American Student Information
Service, and the first 5000 appli
cants receive $250 travel grants.
It is possible to earn $300 a month
from a job selection that includes
lifeguarding, child care and other
resort work, office, sales, ship
board, farm and factory work.
Job and travel grant applications
and complete details are availa
ble in a 36-page illustrated book
let which students may obtain by
sending $2 (for the booklet and
airmail postage) to Dept. N,
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Lux
embourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.
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Dr. Foster Disobeys Rules
To See Europe Inside Out

Marmion To Head
Marine Program
Harry A. Marmion, Director of
Field Services at MSC, has been ap
pointed On-Campus Liason Officer
for all U.S. Marine Corps programs.
Marmion is a captain in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve and was com
missioned through a similar program
in college.
The program has received the ap
proval of the college and President
Neumaier.
The Marine Corps depends almost
entirely on civilian graduates from
colleges to fulfill its officer require
ments. It is therefore important that
qualified reserve officers be available
to apprise students of the opportuni
ties presented by the Marines.

by Ruth Temple
Her method of travel, off-beat per
haps, but extremely refreshing, has
stimulated Dr. Marguerite Foster,
MSC's new associate professor of phi
losophy and humanities. "I like to
read everything I possibly can regard
ing a contemplated trip and then
strike out on my own. Travel bro
chures especially tend to give a dis
torted picture of the real thing," she
Harry Marmion
feels. But they do have a place in
her over-all plan for a journey. After
reading them, she tosses them blithe
also has a three-year obligation.
ly away. For these bits of multi-color
Marine Corps training for women ed illusions are made available, for
is equivalent to the OCC program. the most part, as bait to lure custom
ers into travel agencies.
In addition to these courses, there
Invariably, such propaganda pieces
are flight programs similar to the PLC
and OCC and a Marine Aviation print warnings of what travelers
Cadet Program for men with two
years of college. None of these pro
grams requires on-campus training or
drills during the school year.

There are two basic programs for
men. The Platoon Leaders Class
(PLC) is open to qualified college
freshmen, sophomores, or juniors and
to high school graduates who have
been accepted for college enrollment.
Marine Leadership training consists
of two summer sessions of six weeks
each during one's college years. The
PLC receives his commission upon
Interested students are advised to
graduation and has a three-year obli
apply for admission to the program
gation with the Marines.
early, since the financial and other
The Officer Candidate Course advantages of doing so are great.
(OOC) is open to men who have re
Miss Mary V. Montgomery, acting
ceived a college degree. It consists
Further information may be obtain
head
of women's physical education
of a ten-week training session after ed by contacting Mr. Marmion in
at Moorhead State College has been
which the OCC is commissioned. He M210 or by calling Ext. 212.
elected vice president for health at
a recent meeting of the Minnesota
Association for Health, Physical Ed
ucation and Recreation.
She is currently serving also as a
member of the scholarship conmittee
of the American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Re
creation, having been appointed to
The aspect of the Anti-poverty Bill Dakota, and South Dakota.
this national committee last summer.
that will be of most interest to col
Faculty members who attended the
lege students is that included under
A study done by Dr. Martin Tonn,
ME A Convention were divided into
the Work Study Bill.
conference groups according to var director of special education at Moor
Under the Work Study Bill, the ious departments. Mr. Scribner of the head State College, in collaboration
government will encourage students English Department presided over with Dr. James Cordell of Fergus
from low income families to enter and sessions involving structural grammar, Falls will be published in a future
complete college by providing campus creative writing and curriculum re issue of Mental Retardation, a pro
and community work for non-profit visions, and Dr. T. E. Smith acted fessional journal of the American As
chairman of the Department of sociation on Mental Deficiency.
organizations.
Entitled, "A Comparison of Min
Physical Education, Health, and Re
This type of program is a combina creation. Dr. Hanson, Department nesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
tion student aid that will supplement chairman of speech and theater acted Scores," the study compares attitude
the National Defense Student Educa as commentator for high school de scores of teachers who have had
tion Loans and Scholarships. The stu bate demonstrations.
special education courses and those
dents who participate under the pro
who have not.
Special functions of the MEA Con
gram will be employed and paid
Dr. Tonn is a member of the
ventions
included
a
banquet
for
Moorthrough the college, one tenth of the
Governor's Mental Retardation Plan
wages being paid by the college and head State Alumni with Arthur Na- ning Council, and Dr. Cordell is
nine-tenths by the government. The ftalin, Mayor of Minneapolis as the clinical psychologist at the Lakeland
student will be limited to fifteen hours main speaker. Sir Tyrone Guthrie, di Mental Health Center at Fergus Falls.
of work each week and this can be rector of the Guthrie Theater in Min
Dr. T. E. Smith, associate professor
extended to full time employment neapolis, was present to speak on the
during the summer months. The pro topic "Project English" at a Friday of health, physical education and
recreation at Moorhead State College,
gram will include full time students luncheon.
with no scholarship requirements.

should and should not do. Such information only inflames Dr. Foster's
innate adventuresome spirit into con
trary action. She deliberately and non
chalantly sets out to reverse all those
horrid warnings. Purposely straying
from the conventional has been for
her "not necessarily bad, but just
good fun and richly rewarding."

sights she had outlined for herself.
Many who did not know the facts
thought she'd struck it rich and was
living it up. The truth was that she
had stripped herself of all material
possessions in order to feed her rest
less spirit for a time.

"Traveling is an adventure into
both time and space, teaching perhaps
She's learned to know the Seine better than any other way, the abili
"inside out and upside down" on both ty to know oneself as well as others,"
banks. She's traveled by all known she stressed.
means enjoying every minute. In cities
In Dr. Foster's book, "Bon Voy
she often walks and sees so much
more than the ordinary tourist. Of age" still in manuscript form, she
course, her fluency in French, Spanish highlights some unconventional me
and Portuguese does help immensely thods employed in her pleasurable
in this respect. Before her 1961 so European journey.
journ in Europe which lasted for
Even while a small girl, Marguerite
eight months, Dr. Foster sold her Foster knew the unusual. Her aunt,
home and took off alone to see the a drama and speech teacher at the
Houston Conservatory of Music, saw
that her little niece became a child
actress. In such an environment her
interest in art, drama and literature
grew so that most of her adult life
has had some close contact with the
aesthetic.

Faculty Members Given
Honors, Appointments

Student Aid Supplemented
In Anti-Poverty Bill

Dr. Jenkins, Institutional advisor
for National Defense Loans, attend
ed the Minnesota Education Associa
tion Conferences held October 22-23
in Minneapolis and participated in
discussion on the Anti-poverty Bill.
He stated that, although it is still in
the planning stages, the program is
expected to go into effect before the
end of the school year. A further con
ference for the purpose of. drawing
up the necessary details will possibly
be held within a few weeks and will
include the states of Minnesota, North

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
RESERVATIONS EARLY—

has received a citation from the
Minnesota Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
for "distinguished service" during his
recently-concluded term as president
of the state association.
Dr. Smith is continuing to serve
the association as past president and
advisor to the executive board.
Peter Dart, director of the AudioVisual Center at Moorhead State Col
lege, served as an audio-visual con
sultant at a recent meeting of the
Congress of the National Safety
Council held in Chicago.
His presentation included a fire
safety demonstration, including a se
ries of films he has made, and is con
tinuing to make, for the Public Health
Service.

At the University of California at
Berkeley where she earned her doc
torate in philosophy, she taught oral
interpretation of literature and the
logic of argument in the speech de
partment for three years. At the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, also
in Berkeley, in addition to being the
technical editor of "The Magnet",
the company's house organ, her art
ability found numerous outlets. Un
der her direction, huge wall art-photo
exhibits dealing with strange particle
research going on at the laboratory
were designed and sent to all high
schools in the state of California.
Among Dr. Foster's writings are
poetry in the free association style:
"Mind as the Function of Symbols"
and "Poetry and Emotive Meaning,"
a rather lengthy criticism which the
Journal of Philosophy published.

6TH BIRTHDAY SALE!
MEN'S DRESS OXFORDS
One Group, Values
to $24.95

Birthday Special $18.00

One Group, Values
to $16.95

Birthday Special $12.00

One Group, Values
to $13.95

Birthday Special $ 8.00
•

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

•

•

SPECIAL GROUP

FOLK MUSIC
Every Friday and Saturday from 10:00 p.m. — 1:00 a.m.

PLAIN PUMPS

PINKY'S PIZZA

High and Medium Heels, Black Patent
and Black Leathers

ACROSS FROM RED OWL

SERVING PIZZA SANDWICHES

Values to $12.95

•

TRUST YOUR FUTURE TO THESE MEN

305 Broadway — Fargo, N. Dak.

$8.00

Birthday Special
•

•

SPECIAL GROUP

STACKED HEELS

Make Reservations Now—
No money necessary until you
pick up your ticket.
OUR SERVICE IS FREE
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
TRANSPORTATION NEEDS—

Fall and Winter Styles
Many Colors — Values to $12.95

Birthday Special

Rood

$8.00
•

otjiMteaj

•

•

SPORT AND DRESS FLATS
Fall & Winter, Colors & Styles

Pe>t4cHd
ikb
DAVE TORSON
209 Broadway, Fargo
Three New Steaks
Added To Menu
6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Open 7 Days A Week

1

DON SETTER

One Group, Values
to $10.95

Birthday Special $ 7.00

One Group, Values
to $7.95

Birthday Special $ 5.00

20 Years Experience in Western States Life Insurance Co.
Call AD 2-2455 or write Box 831, Fargo, North Dakota
OVER A MILLION DOLLARS OF LIFE INSURANCE
IN FORCE ON M.S.C. GRADUATES

Center Avenue Plaza
Moorhead, Minn.
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Campus School
Band In Concert

NEWSBEAT

The Campus School Bands will
present their annual fall concert on
November 18, 1964 in the Campus
School Gym at 8 p.m. Featured on
the program will be the Beginning,
Cadet and Senior bands of the Cam
pus School.

The Delta Zetas and the Tekes are co-sponsoring a carnival next
Wednesday night in Flora Frick gym.
Delta Zeta Judy Berger recently married Jim Rudnick.
Dr. Glasrud is the new advisor to the Owl Fraternity.

The Senior Band will play, for the
first time in Moorhead, an elegiac
tribute to the memory of John F.
Kennedy. Entitled Threnody and
scored for narrator and band, this
composition combines excerpts of the
late president's inaugural address with
music written by Richard Maltby.
Other numbers will include the over
ture to the Marriage of Figaro by
Mozart, a Fantasy on the Lady of
Spain, the old English lute song,
Greensleeves, and a Spanish march.

The NDSU TKE's have invited the Gamma Phi Beta chapters from
MSC and NDSU and the TKE Chapter from MSC for entertainment at
their fraternity house followed by an all-school dance on Saturday.
Emmy Rea, Gamma Phi Beta traveling secretary, visited the local
chapter last week to help with problems and questions concerning sorority
procedures.
The Alpha Delta Pi's gave Kathy Peddy, their traveling secretary,
a gift in remembrance of Epsilon Alpha chapter. She left for Oklahoma
on Monday.
At the formal banquet Saturday night, Vicki Littlefield was
awarded the plaque for best pledge and Karla Johnson was awarded
the scholarship plaque.
Thirty girls from the Alpha Rho chapter at the University of
Minnesota and two from the Beta Theta chapter at the University of
Manitoba came for initiation and remained as guests for the weekend.
Four new members were pledged into SAI Thursday evening: Karen
Andree, Lucille Johnson, Karen Madsen, and Marie Thoe.
Sigma Alpha Iota Province President Mrs. Sherry Potter of Omaha
is making her annual visit to Gamma Xi chapter this week-end. Sunday will
be devoted to meetings, and in the evening a musicale will be presented
by SAI members at the home of patroness Mrs. Paul Horn. Performing
are Jean Larson, Carol McConachie, Mary Jane Monson, Sharon Renfrew
Johnson, and Anita Hanson.
SAI announces the engagement and approaching marriage of Carol
McConachie to Douglas Grouws, TKE, graduate assistant in the MSC
mathematics department.
Tau Kappa Epsilon will hold a Smoker for all non-fraternity men,
Monday evening, Nov. 16, from 7 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. in the Dahl Hall
Snack Bar.
•

«

•

Dr. Althouse, professor of anthropology, will speak at the United
Campus Christian Fellowship meeting at 8:00, November 19, in Hagen Hall.
SNEA will meet in Hagen 105 on Wednesday, November 11, at
7:30 p.m.
WRA sponsors activities for all college girls Monday through Thurs
day at 4:00 p.m. The schedule: Monday, gymnastics at Nemzek; Tuesday,
badminton at Flora Frick; Wednesday, field hockey, Flora Frick; and
Thursday, volleyball, Flora Frick. Keep America physically fit.
The Dining Hall Committee plans to conduct a Food Preference
Survey Monday, November 16, in order to determine foods that students
like and dislike. The survey questionnaire will be distributed during the
November 16th evening meal and will be collected the following Thursday
evening, a special meal. Your completed questionnaire is your pass to eat.
Maybe things are looking up at Kise Commons.
Educational TV, Channel 13, offers regular weekly courses in Con
versational Spanish (Monday at 2:20, repeated at 9:00 p.m.), Typing (Tues
day at 9:00 p.m. and Thursday at 2:20 p.m., repeat of Tuesday's program),
and Efficient Reading (Wednesday at 3:05 p.m.). Certificates are granted
for completion of these courses.
A special report, The Dispersed, on the conditions of Jews in Ger
many, Israel and Britain today comes on Channel 13 at 7:30 p.m., Monday,
November 16. Later on at 9:30 p.m. host Ralph Gleason and Woody
Herman will discuss problems of adding to the band's library, and Woody
and his "Swingin' Herd" demonstrate a rehearsal session. This Jazz Casual
will be repeated at 9:00 on Friday.

•£>

ALUMNAE AT PRESENTATION TEA - ADPi alumnae Mrs.
The Senior Band's mid-winter con
Cornatzer, Grand Forks, Colleen Roach and Bev Hedlund, Fargo, admire
cert will be given in the Radisson
the gavel presented to Epsilon Alpha Chapter.
Hotel on February 19 during the
Minnesota Music Educator's Confer
ence. Two spring concerts in April
(Continued from page 1)
and May will complete the school
year's activities.
for installation, and remained with the sch, Graceville, and Nancy Ratliff,
Breckenridge.
group until November 9.
The director is Jerold A. Sundet;
Epsilon Alpha is the 108 chapter the assistant conductor is Jack Briggs,
Thirty members of the Alpha Rho
Chapter of the University of Minne of Alpha Delta Pi, the oldest National son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Briggs of
sota who were acting as "Big Sisters" sorority. Prior to installation the new rural Moorhead. The student teacher
to the Epsilon Alpha pledges, and chapter was Beta Chi local sorority, is Orvin Anderson from Moorhead
two members of Beta Theta Chapter which was established at Moorhead State College.
of the University of Manitoba, Win State College in 1932.
Other chapters of Alpha Delta Pi
nipeg, Canada, were also in Moor
A SPECIAL
head for the installation of their in the same province as the Epsilon
Alpha chapter are Alpha Rho, Uni
newest Alpha Delta Pi Sisters.
Every Day
The charter members of Epsilon versity of Minnesota; Beta Theta,
Alpha Chapter are Sylvia Baziuk, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Port Arthur, Ontario; Diane Berge- Canada; Alpha Beta, State University
son, Lynn Gronbeck, Twin Valley; of Iowa, and Pi chapter, Iowa State
915 Main — Moorhead
Betty Chetirko, Flushing, New York; University.
Jeanne Da Wald, Odessa; Clare Fossum, Bev Hedlund, Viki Littlefield,
Coleen Roach, Fargo; Michele Grier,
Karla Johnson, Kathy Krabbenhoft,
Cyudy Magnuson Adams, Pat Sondag, Moorhead, Beth Hanson, Fer
gus Falls; Carol Herseth, Drayton;
Vonnie Wagner, Osakis; Judy Pea
cock, Minneapolis; Mary Sue Pagnac,
Stephen; Kathy Malen, Gardner,
North Dakota; Donna Larson, Breckenridge; and Miss Ruth Mikkleson,
chapter advisor, Moorhead, Minne
sota.
Collegiate pledges of Epsilon Alpha
Chapter who will be initiated winter
quarter are Karon Weisfenning,
Moorhead; Karol Askleson, Rebecca
Martin, Gar)-, Minnesota; Birdie Pan-

Beta Chi Goes National

WOOD S CAFE

UND BOARD OF
GOVERNORS

These may be good too: Wednesday, November 18, 8:30 p.m.
Indian Experiment: The Man of the Land, a chronicle of the hardships,
hopes and way of life of the people who are the backbone of India, her
peasants; Wednesday, 9:30 p.m. — The United Nations, first of a film
series on current happenings at the U.N., made at U.N. headquarters in
New York; and Theater Thirteen (movie), Oscar Wilde's "The Importance
of Being Earnest," comedy starring Michael Redgrave and Joan Greenwood.

and
WILLIAM A. MEYER
proudly present

"If a Man Answers" starring Sandra Dee and Bobby Darrin will
be held Sunday, November 15 at 8:00 p.m. in Hagen Hall Auditorium.
It is sponsored by the Circle K.

AMtiJ-

Meet Your Friends At

WOLD DRUG
JOHNNY MATHIS
ANDRE TAHON

Next to COMSTOCK Hotel

SENSATIONAL

YOUNG AMERICANS

£<u$uOie

RING DAY

The Ultimate in Fine
Barbering Service

We Cater To College
Students
For Appointment Call Us
at
235-9442

Broadway and N.P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota

Will be held Nov. 19th, from
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. in
Kise Commons lobby. Mr.
Peet will show a display and
take orders at that time.
Contact student representa
tive Don Sweeney at Ex. 315
Snarr Hall East for any ques
tions.

...the ALL-PURPOSE MEN'^tOTION,
$2.00, $3.50, $6.50 plus tax
•. ...t» Att»PURPC^|^PRAy LOTION, V
$5.00 plus tax
...the PRE-SHAVE LOTION, $1,50 . :::
.the ALL PURPOSE POWDER, $1.50 pit** tax
...the DEODORANT STICK, $1.00 plus tax i
.the AEROSOL DEODORANT, $1.50 plus tax
...the SHOWER SOAP ON A CORD, *2.00
wMl SETS from $3.00 to $10.00 plus tax

UND Field House
Tues. Nov. 17
8:00 P.M.
$1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

£

?
SOON

to

STUDENTS PREPARE FOR:

?

"THE WINNOWING FLOOR"

CLOSE

OPEN

?

12

$6.95 Wren Shirts to be given away Free.
Stop in and register for your shirt today.

NORTH BRIAR SHOP AT

CAMPUS

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

?

MEN S and BOYS' WEAR • 2710 N. BDWY. FARGO. N.D.

*

•
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Maroons Dump MSC In Grid Finale
by Larry Scott

Seven Dragons played in their last collegiate football encounter at I Hegna, Wayne Theusch and Kevin Wimmer. Back row; Steve Duginski,
Morningside last Saturday. Graduating Seniors are 1. to r., front row; Jerry ! Dick Schubbe, Jim Berg and Charles Krumwiede.

Dragon Wrestlers Ready For Opener
<

Reigning National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics wrestling
champions, Moorhead State College,
has abandoned their moonbeams and
memories of their recent wrestling
grandeur as they ready for their
season's lidlifter against North Dakota
State University at NDSU December

8.

Coach Bill Garland, NAIA's Coachof-the-Year, is carefully screening a
raft of 37 prospects vying for starting
berths on the potent Dragon mat
squad.
Six lettermen are on the current
roster, which is composed mostly of
freshmen. The returning monogram
winners include Jim Dreitzler, Rap
hael Gonshorowski, Buddy Starks,
John Rotella, Rick Kelvington and
Bob Billberg. Dreitzler and Billberg
copped NAIA titles last year.
Garland has been especially pleas
ed with the performance of the fresh
men squad. "At least three frosh

will be in the starting lineup against
177 — Lee Brennan, Neal Pipe and
NDSU, and it's possible that as many Frank Zarifian.
191 - Al Karels.
as five may start against the Bison,"
Hwt. — Billberg and Mike Roberts.
Garland stated.
Following the Dragons opener with
The complete roster, broken down
the Bison, they play host to Con
by weight divisions, includes:
cordia on December 10. After the
115 — Mike Catania, Russ Lain, Christmas break, the Dragons venture
John Morley, Ed Snyder and Eddie
Wyatt.
123 — Kelvington, Justin Aquaviva,
Gene Bertram, Jeff Burrill, Jim
Chester, A1 Panzino and Joe Ranier.
130 — Dreitzler and A1 Allstadt.
137 — John Collier, Mike Gon
shorowski, J.M. Holman, Bob Lam
bert, Wally Ott, Larry Shellito and
Rick Stuyvesant.
147 — Ray Gonshorowski, Rotella,
Starks, Marty Rohrman and Marv
Gunderson.
157 — Carl Burnstein, Henry Conley and Lou Trombetta.
167 — Dick Miller and Dave Sundahl.

Dragon Along
By Larry Scott
A pair of Dragon junior lettermen, tackle Lyle Vogt and quarter
back Lee Fawbush were recently selected as co-captains for the 1965
football season by their teammates.
Vogt, who was converted from end to tackle this spring, played his
high school football at St. Louis Park under Bob Roy. After teaming
with Bruce Bausman at end for the Dragons last year, Vogt was shifted
to the depleted tackle squad where both Lorny Johnson and Craig McComb
had departed.
Despite a series of injuries, Vogt had a fine year for the Dragons
and is considered potential all-conference material. Vogt missed the recent
Morningside fray with an injured arm.
Fawbush prepped at Bemidji and enrolled at the University of
Wisconsin before transferring to Moorhead State College last spring. Used
primarily as a defensive back by coach Dwaine Hoberg, Fawbush was
installed as the starting quarterback in the Dragons homecoming contest
against Bemidji State and guided MSC to a 15-14 triumph.
The versatile Fawbush was also the Dragons' punter until replaced
in mid-season by Joe Bentz. Like Vogt, Fawbush was troubled by a rash
of injuries and a painful shoulder sharply curtailed his activitity in the
final weeks.

\

Also on the MSC itinerary are
matches against Oklahoma State Un
iversity (first in NCAA last spring)
and Southern Illinois University
(fourth in the NCAA).

Intramural Volleyball
League Action Starts
Nine teams start action Monday
in the men's intramural volley ball
league, according to Intramural
Director Roy Domek. Games will
start at 7:00 and 8:00 with three
contests being held simultaneously
on three separate courts.
The league will operate on a nine
game schedule with a best two-outof-three series each night. The loop
competition will last till December
9, ending for final examinations.
League entrants include the Owl
fraternity, Sigma Tau Gamma, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Ballard Hall, Snarr
Hall, Odd Numbers (dorm), Gamblers
(Ind.), Yellow Bellies (Ind.), and
R.A.T.
Domek also related that 24 entries
have signed up for the men's in
tramural handball tourney which
started yesterday (Thursday). The
tournament will be straight elimina
tion with consolation series. The con
solation champion will play the
champion in double elimination for
school championship.
Each unit will receive one point
for each entry and who participates
in at least one round. One point will
be given for each advancement.
Bonus points will be awarded accord
ing to finishes. A traveling trophy

will be given to the unit who receives
the most points. A small trophy will
be presented to the individual cham
pion.
Each participant must win two of
three games to advance into further
competition. Participants must con
tact their opponent and make ar
rangements when to hold their match.
Games must be played in the time
set up for various rounds. Any par
ticipant who fails to show up and
play forfeits his right and also points
for his organization.

1965 Co-Captains

ATTENTION
All men interested in competing
in varsity hockey must report to
Nemzek Hall, Room 106, Monday,
November 16, at 4:00 for an
important meeting.

SHOP TODAY

"PURITAN SWEATERS"

SfeqelS

'LEVI STA-PREST SLACKS"

FOR THE NAMES YOU KNOW

"ARROW SHIRTS"

A

to Omaha, Neb. to meet the Univer
sity of Omaha.

With little drama and even less
suspense,
Morningside hammered
Moorhead State College 34-8 at
Sioux City, la. Saturday, in the
season's finale for both clubs.
It was a disappointing climax to
a recent Dragon revival that saw
them win four of their last five starts
prior to the Morningside melee.
For Moorhead State, the cast was
sound but the production was faulty.
Especially noticeable was ineffective
ness of the lines.
The chief antagonists for the
Dragons were shoddy blocking and
spotty pass defense. Pitted against
one of the premier passers in small
college football, Larry White, MSC's
aerial fortification surrendered two
touchdowns and 13 completions.
Morningside's artillery struck fast
and left little scoring for the climax.
The Maroon Chiefs scored the first
time they had the ball with halfback
Dave Wade knifing across from two
yards out. Wade, who shared the
offensive limelight with White, later
scored two more touchdowns.
White disseminated the Dragon
pass defense with two touchdown
bombs, to Gary Beaubien and Ken
Kauchel.
The
White-to-Beaubien
aerial strike, covering 29-yards, fol
lowed the Wade counter and cou
pled with a pair of conversions by
Harry Kitts, upped the Maroon mar
gin to 14-0 at the quarter.
But the Chiefs had just started.
Wade penetrated MSC's defensive
line for another touchdown in the
second period and upped the halftime ante to 21-0.
Relief back Sig Magnuson, who
topped the Dragon scoring parade
despite limited service this year,
delivered MSC's only tally when he
bolted 40 yards in the third period.
Quarterback Kevin Wimmer ran for
the extra point but the Dragon scor
ing was completed for the afternoon.
Wade answered with another
touchdown minutes later from one
yard away and White's 10-yard
touchdown pass to Kauchel in the
final period closed the scoring.
For Moorhead State, it was the
final curtain call for seven seniors,
with Jerry Hegna being withheld
from action. Dragon seniors who
closed their grid careers included
backs Steve Duginski, Dick Schubbe,
Charles Krumwiede, Wimmer, Jim
Berg and guard Wayne Theusch.
The Maroon Chiefs outgained the
Dragons on the ground, totaling 154
yards to 98 and picked up 214 yards
via the air compared to 57 for the
Dragons.
Morningside amassed 13 first
downs against nine for MSC. The
Dragons also fumbled twice. The
Maroons held a commanding margin
in total yards, 368-155.
The Chiefs, who finished fifth in
the North Central Conference, boost
ed their seasonal mark to 4-5. The
disappointing setback dropped Moor
head State's mark to 4-4 and ruined
their bid to post their most success
ful mark since the 1953 season.

«» fttOlADWAT

Lvle Vogt

Lee Fawbush

SEE
CLAYTON JOHNSON
DEL HIRSCH
Your MSC Student Representatives
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Former Yugoslav Editor

Begin Planning Now

Student Fellowships Available
For Graduate School Studies

Convo Speaker Delivers
World Problem Views
The challenge to penetrate the
world's wall of problems with critical
thought and understanding was pre
sented at Wednesday's Convocation
by Dr. Vladimir Dedijer, one-time
member of the Yugoslav Communist
Party's Central Committee.
Dedijer, now a visiting professor
of modern history at Cornell Univer
sity, described China's past and pre
sent difficulties with Russia and the
remainder of the world. His speech:
"The Permanent Revolution", also re
vealed how this Communist belief—
in revolution whenever an institution
becomes obsolete, is employed.
"After 1927 China quit following
directions from Russia when the
Chinese attempt at revolution through
the workers failed." "Moa Tse Tung
went to the peasants for support and
was successfull." "This was an im
portant split between the countries,"
explained Dedijer, "because the
Chinese leaders now leaned more to
ward traditional peasant ideas than
did the Russians."
"The growing division between the
world's haves and have-nots is also
of major importance." "China, whose
workers earn an average of $27 per
year, feels that it should receive more
Russian aid." "By true Communist
beliefs they are correct," said Dedijer,
"but since 1927 Russia has rejected
the plan of a Communist World Re
volution and has given full support
only to those revolutionary move
ments which benefit the U.S.S.R.
Dedijer believes China should be
admitted to the United Nations.
Though, in his estimation, the U.N.
has little actual force, perhaps China
would accept it as an arbiter and
thus learn to see the world not as
"this or that" but as "this and that".
"We share anxiety for our future

Federal Employment
Opportunities Available
Moorhead State students will be
provided with an opportunity to learn
more about employment opportuni
ties in the Federal Service when re
presentatives from numerous Federal
agencies are on campus November 19.
The purpose of their visit is to in
form students of available employ
ment opportunities and to explain the
qualifications and requirements for
the different positions. They will also
answer questions regarding salary,
location of positions and all other
questions regarding conditions of em
ployment.
In order to be considered for a
position with the Federal Govern
ment, seniors must take the Federal
Service Entrance Examination. This
is a single examination that will per
mit most Government agencies to
consider the student for employment.
Seniors interested in taking this ex
amination should contact the Federal
representatives when they are on
campus November 19 from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. in the foyer of Kise
Commons.
The examination will be given on
the Moorhead State campus Saturday
morning, November 21, and students
will be informed of the examination
results by December 15.
Seniors are urged to take advantage
of this opportunity to explore a career
in the Federal service.

on this day," said Dedijer "but the
issues of world peace is at least being
discussed in both the United States
and the Communist Block." Heart
ened by "the common sense landslide
in the U.S., Dedijer commented "we
must have hope for a similar expres
sion on the other side if we are to

look into the matter. Your understand
ing of the opportunities, requirements
and application procedures may spell
the difference later between import
ant support, going it alone—or not
going at all.

by Sylvia Paine

If you're planning to attend gradu
ate school, now isn't too early to be
gin thinking seriously about fellow
ships. Whether or not you have de
finite plans, whether or not you have
Fellowships are awarded by hun
selected your major, even if you're
a freshman, this is a good time to dreds of agencies in virtually every
field of study. They are no longer
reserved for all-A students; anyone
who has done reasonably well in col
lege, has individual initiative, creati
vity, and a serious interest in gradu
ate study is in the running.
The fastest-growing source of fel
lowships is the U.S. Government. The
National Science Foundation awards
3,000 fellowships for future science
teachers and researchers. The Na
tional Defense Education fellowship
program grants 2,500 fellowships in
teaching, Latin American studies, and
modern foreign languages. The State
Department's Fulbright program off
ers 700 awards a year for study in
foreign countries, with a view toward
promoting international understand
ing and specialized training.

several sources of guidance for this:
your graduate study adviser, a pro
fessor in your major department, or
several books written for this purpose,
including A Guide to Graduate Studyedited by Frederic W. Ness, Fellow
ships in the Arts and Sciences by Ro
bert Quick, and Handbook on inter
national Study: for U.S. Nationals
published by the Institute of Inter
national Education.
To apply, write to the dean of the
graduate school at each university
where you would like to seek a fel
lowship and ask for application fonns.
You will probably be asked to fill
out an elaborate questionnaire and
to submit a personal statement as to
why you want a fellowship, what you
will do with it, and what your quali
fications are. You will be requested
for letters of recommendation, tran
scripts of your academic record, spec
ial tests, photographs and samples of
your scientific or creative work. It is
imperative that you be accurate and
respect deadlines.

Dr. Robert Nelson
DENTIST

The Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
and the Danforth Foundation Fellow
"WHY CAN'T YOU BEHAVE?" Karen Malmgren (Lois Lane-Bianca) ships comprise the largest and most
reprimands John Schwanke (Bill Calhoun-Lucentio) for his "uncultured" prestigious national fellowships and
ways.
are awarded to future college teach
ers. Several private agencies offer
scholarships for study abroad.

404V2 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
233-1564

'Kiss Me, Kate" Review—

Once you have chosen your gradu
ate major, you must locate the educa
Bianca and Katherine in Lois and tional institutions offering the best
Lilli. One of the major points of programs in that field. There are
"The Taming of the Shrew," that
men go for the Bianca-type and that
Dr. Charles S. Robinson
Bianca, not Katherine is the real
Optometrist
curse, was brought out well by the
lines and songs.
Contact lenses

(Continued from page 1)
Sandra Boyd did an excellent open
ing song, but was weak in effective
line delivery.
The character of Harrison Howell
was ineffective. Dennis Heiberg gave
more of a high school characteriza
tion.
Notable scene stealers were Gary
Rayppy as Paul and Allen Plath who
did an excellent solo song of "It's
too Darn Hot" in a distinctively good
voice.
Many of the speakers showed a
tendency to speak too fast.
The chorus sounded excellent to
gether, but the dancers did not func
tion well as a group. The impression
was that there were several indi
viduals trying to steal scenes. The
dance finale was the best performance
by them. The lighting effects during
this dance were the most impressive
of the play. The lack of room in front
of the skrim caused a fiasco in the
dance preceding Scene 4 of Act One.
Dancers were brushing the curtain
open, bumping into each other and
generally "jamming up." The dance
should either have been cut in num
bers or cut completely. Janet Skaff's
solo work was excellent.
The play itself leaves much to be
desired. The dialogue was primarily
transition between songs except in
the scenes borrowed from Shakes
peare. These were the scenes the
audience enjoyed most. The gimmick,
itself is clever. Puns on Shakespeare
such as "get thee to a notary" were
hilarious. The author came amazingly
close to modern characterizations of

Mr. Aubrey Wilson's first technical
work at MSC was well coordinated
and distinctive. The costume designs
were also beautiful and well designed
for color and line. Mrs. Barbara Wil
son aided in this end of the produc
tion. The tecnical crew had only
minor difficulties during the perfor
mance.
Generally, the show was one of
the most enjoyable musicals produced
here and the people concerned de
serve admiration for their part in it.
It will run for two more porformances
(Friday and Saturday) here and then
go on the road to Crookston and
Detroit Lakes.

233-1743
315 Center Ave.

Moorhead

DRS. ROSTAD
& ROSTAD

D

NOMINAL

A

M

O

N

D

Telephone 233-1754

Religious Goods
FOR THE FINEST
IN ROSARIES, MISSALS,
ETC.
Shop

Hurley Religious
Goods, Inc.
622 - 2nd Ave. N.
Fargo, N. Dak.

Across from the Public Library
S Y M M E T R Y
F R O M S 1 25

FINANCIAl_HELP TO COMPLETE THEIR

EDUCATION

THIS

ACADEMIC YEAR — AND THEN COMMENCE WORK — COSIGNERS REQUIRED.
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO

STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
610-612 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN.

A NON-PROFIT CORP.

UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE^__i_

AT

THESE FINE S T O R E S

Holiday Barber Shop
Open 8 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Tues. thru Sat.
HOLIDAY MALL
SHOPPING CENTER

South Moorhead

233-7904

S

419 1st Avenue No.
Moorhead, Minnesota

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students-U.S. Citizens
NEEDING

I

Celebrate Christmas and New Years in Hawaii!

Exclusive in
Fargo-Moorhead

Duluth, Skogg's Jewelers
Forest Lake, Carter's Jewelry
Luveme, Herreid's Jewelry
Minneapolis, Apache Jewelers
Minneapolis, Becklund Jewelers
Moorhead, Martinson Jewelers
Northfield, Glenn Swenson, Jeweler
Owatonna, Art Vesterby Jewelers
St. Cloud, Bachman Jewelers
Wayzata, Miller Jewelry
Willmar, Elmquist Jewelry

Join the David Nammar HOLIDAY IN HAWAII
tour, leaving Fargo Dec. 22; returning Jan. 4.
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
NORTH DAKOTA AUTOMOBILE CLUB
18 South Eighth St.

Fargo

232-7441

on

artinson s

(JtwtUr,t

MINNESOTA

A SilversmitUi

POUftTH *T»ttT AT CI NTtA AVENUC

MOORHEAD. MINNESOTA

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson, Dymon Jewelers
Grand Forks, Willey's Jewelry
Valley City, A. Bossert, Jeweler
SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings, Beatty's Jewelry
Sioux Falls, J. H. Bechtold Inc.

